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systems
Lecture 3: On humans and 
systems

“The highly developed living being is an 
open system having many relations to its 
surroundings – in the respiratory and 
alimentary tracts and through surface 
receptors, neuromuscular organs and 
bony levers. Changes in the 
surroundings excite reactions in this 
system, or affects it directly, so that 
internal disturbances of the system are 
produced. Such disturbances are 
normally kept within narrow limits, 
because automatic adjustments within 
the system are brought into action, and 
thereby oscillations are prevented and 
the internal conditions are held fairly 
constant.”

Walter B. Cannon “Organization for physiological homeostasis”, Phys. Rev., 9:339 (1939)
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Physiology meets the
Industrial Palace 
Physiology meets the
Industrial Palace 
Fritz Kahn, gynaecologist 

and science writer, 
illustrated the form and 
function of the human 
body with analogies to an 
industriepalast

Der Mensch als Industriepalast (Man as Industrial Palace) Stuttgart, 1926 
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Regulation of the internal 
environment
Regulation of the internal 
environment

Bernard and Cannon transformed Kahn’s 
building blocks to networks of active 
interacting elements, linked through feed-
forward and feed-back loops, functioning in 
tandem to maintain constancy of the 
“milieu intérieur”
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“The highly developed living being is an 
open system having many relations to its 
surroundings – in the respiratory and 
alimentary tracts and through surface 
receptors, neuromuscular organs and 
bony levers. Changes in the surroundings 
excite reactions in this system, or affects it 
directly, so that internal disturbances of 
the system are produced. Such 
disturbances are normally kept within 
narrow limits, because automatic 
adjustments within the system are brought 
into action, and thereby oscillations are 
prevented and the internal conditions are 
held fairly constant.”

Walter B. Cannon “Organization for physiological homeostasis”, Phys. Rev., 9:339 (1939)
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Health reflects a dynamically 
stable integration of those 
systems (molecules, cell, 
tissues, organs)
Disease indicates stability
displacement compensated for 
and corrected by appropriate 
activation and combination of 
feedback mechanisms through 
interconnected networks (innate 
mechanisms)
Drugs attempt to restore health 
either by inducing suppressed 
defence mechanisms or 
creating novel defence actions

Life: a multi-scale, functional
organization of physiological 
systems

Chauvet, Phil. Trans. R. Soc. Lond. Biol. B, 339:425 (1993)

A systems view of life, health, 
disease, and drugs
A systems view of life, health, 
disease, and drugs

Not a philosophical point. Unlike 
systems eng. we do not know where we 
started from neither where we wish to 
return to (personalized response)
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The community of the selfThe community of the self

“The image is a schematic of homeostasis. Changes in the environment are transduced
to cause a change in the level of a regulated substance. This change in detected through 
measurement and comparison with a coded set-point value. Disparities between the 
measured value and the set-point value regulate a response mechanism that directly or 
indirectly influences effector systems at the exterior-interior interface. Homeostatic 
systems often require fuel, other support mechanisms and interact with other systems”

Nature, 420:246 (2002)

T. Buchmann, MD
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“simple” vs. “complex” 
organisms
“simple” vs. “complex” 
organisms

Despite enormous successes “engineering simpler” organisms

…over the years, classical physiology has shown that the 
performance of tissues, organs, systems and whole animals 
can in fact be quite normal when one or more key component 
is eliminated via denervation, high-dose pharmacological 
blockade, or more recently genetic knock-out”
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Cuba (1989-2000)
35% reduction in per capita energy intake; 37% increase in physically activity
1.5-units BMI  shift; Obesity reduced from 14% to 7%. Decline in deaths attributed 

to diabetes (51%), coronary heart disease (35%), stroke (20%), overall (18%)

Psychological distress at any 
point in the life course is 
associated with higher 
cardiometabolic risk
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cardiometabolic risk

Post-1950 life expectancy in Sweden, 
Poland, E Germany , W Germany

Post-1950 life expectancy in Sweden, 
Poland, E Germany , W Germany

Behaviours and healthBehaviours and health

JACC, 66:1577 (2015)
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J. Physiol., 589:1017(2011)
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The Systems Engineering 
approach
The Systems Engineering 
approach

Systems Engineering activities encompass the 
creative design, operation and control of (many types 
of) complex systems: design, operations, monitoring, 
diagnosis, control, optimization, [structural] 
identification, synthesis, analysis, reliability, 
operability, safety, flexibility, robustness

Essential drivers of Systems Engineering
Interest in the system as a whole
Interest in studying how the components of the 
system and their interactions contribute to the 
overall response  
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The Systems Engineering 
approach
The Systems Engineering 
approach

Dealing with operations in nested hierarchies of open systems
Key goals: optimality (trade-offs) and adaptability (fluctuations)
Goals are achieved partly by design (innate) decisions and 

partly by implementing reactive (adaptive) decisions
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Nested hierarchies of horizontal 
and vertical organization
Nested hierarchies of horizontal 
and vertical organization
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Health, disease and systems: 
Design & operation principles
Health, disease and systems: 
Design & operation principles
“If good health reflects a dynamically 

stable and harmonic integration of 
molecules, cell, tissues and organs, 
then disease indicates stability 
displacement which is compensated for 
and corrected by appropriate activation 
and combination of feedback 
mechanisms through interconnected 
networks” (Buchman, Nature, 2002)

 Optimality & flexibility trade-offs
 Exceptional event management 
 Decentralized decision making
 Variability
 Context 

State variables
(molecular entities)

Phase space
(set of SV)

Trajectory
(transitions)

Attractor
(outcome)
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Homeostasis and trade-offsHomeostasis and trade-offs

Robustness – Fragility 
trade-offs in metabolism 
and disease
Exploring bow ties 
network characteristics

J. Doyle
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Faults and transitionsFaults and transitions
Fault detection and diagnosis Imminent transitions as systemic 

properties

J.R. Moorman

Buchman, Crit. Care, 2010
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Distributed autonomous 
systems
Distributed autonomous 
systems

“From an oversimplified, teleological 
engineering perspective, there are many 
reasons why a neural-based anti-inflamatory
pathway is advantageous. The diffusible 
anti-inflammatory network, which includes 
glucocorticoids, anti-inflammatory cytokines 
and other humoral mediators, is slow, and 
dependent on concentration gradients. By 
contrast, the cholinergic anti-inflammatory 
pathway is discrete (distributed) and 
localized in tissues where invasion and 
injury typically originate.”

Tracey , Nature, 2002

K. Tracey
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Variability: Predictive vs 
reactive mechanisms
Variability: Predictive vs 
reactive mechanisms

Engineers don’t like things to change much ! 
Early work by Bailey and Ray explore oscillations in polymerization reactors

Variability in physiological systems encodes for modulation of 
control mechanisms or coordination of functions to maintain 
well being (coupling)

Loss of variability indicates loss of coordination

Yeager MP, Dose Resp. 2011.Chrousos, G, Nature. 2009.
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Systems theory in biology:
Back to the future ?
Systems theory in biology:
Back to the future ?

Are we rediscovering the wheel ?
Not really … Data changed the picture

“View of a theoretician” (MDM)
 Study of the behavior of a biological system under a class of 

variable conditions
 Explanation of the functioning of the biological systems starting 

from the subsystem level
 Use concepts from systems theory as a conceptual guide to 

arrive at a detailed description of the biological systems
• Missing links

 Interaction within and across levels
 Coordination of level-dependent  functions and objectives

M.D. Mesarovic


